
 

NEWSLETTER NO.9  TERM 2   

FRIDAY 19TH JUNE,  2020 

Our Vision: 
Centred By Faith, In Partnership with Community, We Provide Excellence in Learning 

Upcoming dates 

Friday 26th June Term 2 Concludes at 2.30 pm. Reports go home 

Monday 13th July Term 3 Begins! 

Tuesday 14th July School Photos! 

Tuesday 9th June – Friday 19th June All library books to be returned for sanitising 

 

Acknowledgement to country 
We acknowledge and respect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people as the traditional custodians of the land upon which we live. 

We pay our respects to the Elders of the past, present and future 

and acknowledge their spiritual connection to Country. 

. 

Celebrating the year of Welcome: National 
Refugee Week 2020 

 
Dear Families, Parishioners and Friends, 

Celebrating the year of welcome is this year’s theme for National 
Refugee Week. Refugee Week provides an opportunity for the 
Australian public to celebrate the immense courage, resilience and 
valuable contributions made by refugees to Australian society. For 
many Australians, Refugee Week provides an opportunity to meet a 
refugee for the first time. Storytelling provides a great way to do this. 
 
Every refugee seeking safety brings their own story of why they left 
home, their journey and in some cases finding safety in Australia. 
The sharing of stories is an opportunity to not only remember and 
honour their journey but also to educate the Australian community 
to better understand the courage and contribution that refugees 
make. 
 
The Refugee Week theme has a number of important functions:  

 It raises awareness of the issues affecting refugees.  
 It helps to make Refugee Week a national celebration.  
 It promotes harmony and togetherness. 
 The common theme is a reminder that, regardless of our  
 differences, we all share a common humanity. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Refugee Week is Australia’s peak annual activity to raise 
awareness about the issues affecting refugees and celebrate the 
positive contributions made by refugees to Australian 
society. Originally celebrated in 1986, Refugee Week coincides 
with World Refugee Day (20 June). 
  

St. Ambrose Students are immersed in their 
Learning 

Our school has been a hive of activity this week with our children 

expressing their creativity and developing dispositions for life 

through enticing and varied learning opportunities. Indeed our 

teachers are using the nine mind frames for effective teachers. Our teachers are: 

1. Evaluators of the effect of their teaching on pupil’s learning.  

2. ‘Change Agents’ who take responsibility for enhancing all pupils learning. 

3. Talk about how pupils learn and not about how teachers teach. 

4. See assessment as feedback about their impact.  

5. Engage in dialogue not monologue with pupils. 

6. Enjoy the challenge and engage pupils in the challenge. 

7. Develop positive relationships with pupils that foster effective learning. 

8. Have a common and shared language of learning which is understood by all.  

9. Teach students the value of: Concentration, perseverance and deliberate practice.  

 

The ART OF TEACHING: EXPERT TEACHERS ENSURE PUPILS:  

 are clear of learning intentions.  

 have challenging success criteria.  

 use a range of learning strategies.  

 know when students are not progressing.  

 provide feedback.  

 visibly learn themselves. 

 

SO THAT STUDENTS:  

 understand learning intentions.  

 are challenged by success criteria. 

 develop a range of learning strategies.   

 know when they are not progressing.  

 seek feedback.  

 visibly teach themselves. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Having fun whilst learning in Prep-One 
 
The prep/one children are learning about our world and 
the responsibility we have to care for it.  
 
Their experiment showed the children how pollutants 
affect the fish when they are introduced to their 
environment. Whilst listening to a story about Geoffrey 
the fish, the children were able to have a first-hand 
visual understanding of what happened when they 
added the same pollutants as the ones in the story to 
their water which was Geoffrey's home. 
 
Each group had a clean tub of water (river), a tub of dirt (dirt falling into the river because trees were 
removed), a tub of dishwashing liquid (campers washing dishes), green food dye (fertilizer used by a 
farmer), food scraps (left by the campers) and liquid leaking from a drum (oil).  
 
They were clearly able to see and understand what the pollutants were doing to Geoffrey.  
 
They loved this experiment and all the P/1 teachers enjoyed listening to their oo's and oh no's and 
disbelieving comments. I enjoyed listening to them talk about their learnings too! 
 
 
 
 

Year 3-6 Expo 
 
The students in Grades 3/4 this week celebrated 
the culmination of their unit of work on 
Sustainability with an Expo of Arcade Games. The 
arcade games were all made from recycled and 
upcycled materials. The games were made during 
the period of remote learning. The designs and 
workmanship were amazing!  It was wonderful to 
see the children celebrate their games with pride 
as well as enjoying other student games. It was 
fantastic! A true celebration of their creativity, 
resourcefulness and learning. 
 

 

Chiara who made her Tornado Pin Ball Machine said 
‘this was great fun and practical thing to do during 
remote learning, it took me two weeks to make and 
perfect my design.’ 

 The Grade 3/4 teachers would like to thank all 
parents for their support in making the Expo of Arcade 
Games possible. 

 
  
 



 

Remote Learning Surveys 
 
 
The period of remote learning has been a challenging 
time for us all, but despite the major disruptions to normal 
activities, there will be many valuable lessons derived 
from this period that we as a school, and the system, wish 
to take forward.  
 
To help capture the learnings from the remote learning 
period Catholic Education Melbourne, in conjunction with 
schools, parents and Dr Simon Breakspear from Agile 
Schools, has developed a set of optional surveys for 
schools. 
 

 The surveys are designed to be a quick and rapid 
capture of learnings while the experience is fresh, and is 
not designed to capture every aspect of schooling during 
the lockdown period. 
 
 

 These surveys complement learnings that are already being undertaking by schools, and by the 
system more broadly, in order to support our learning as an organisation. (More about why we 
should capture learnings at this time from Dr Simon Breakspear, Agile Schools) 

 

 The surveys are optional. 
 

 Data is anonymous and will be fed back to each school within three weeks of the survey window 
completion.   

 

 Surveys will be open from 16 June - 26 June. 
 

The surveys are designed to be a quick capture of 

learnings while the experience is fresh, and are not 

designed to capture every aspect of schooling during the 

lockdown period. Your feedback will be valuable in 

learning from the experience and improving education 

outcomes.  

Here is the link to the survey. It is expected the survey will 

take approximately 10 minutes to complete. 

 

Parent or Carer survey   

 

Thank you for taking the time to contribute to our 

learnings as a school and education system.  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vg3vceokm5x2niu/AABhx3d9cBDr-x84C184gynka/CEM%20community%20video.mp4?dl=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdzakg7uzMyjK7Wx5N4pRcegz93z2P6nmvnR6ZAtDkusIJHUQ/viewform


 

Year 5-6 STEM 
 
On Monday the 15th of June 5/6M and 5/6R watched the movie Paper Planes as their literacy and 
numeracy activities for the last two weeks of term are centred on the film.  
 

‘We also competed in a paper plane competition to see who could create and modify a plane to travel 
the furthest, and also who could keep their planes in the air for the longest amount of time.  

 

We all headed to the hall and began flying our planes. We created a flight path, measuring out a 
distance of 18m. We found out that the current world record is 63.19 meters set by Stephen Kreiger in 
2003.  

Plane after plane each one was gliding further and further down the flight path. Until finally we were 
down to the last couple of people.  

The final was between Will T from 5/6R and Zara C from 5/6M. They headed to the starting line and 
threw their planes.  

In the end they both got very close, but Will T took the win for 5/6R.  

The winner of the longest hang time in the air was Lowenna E from 5/6Macca, her plane stayed in the 
air for 5.52 secs and flew a distance of 9.5m.  

 

Everyone had tonnes of fun and learned a lot about not only converting measurements, length and 
time, but some really important themes which were evident throughout the movie. For example, It’s not 
always about winning the competition, but it is about the joy of creating something out of paper and 
modifying it to make it better. ‘ 

 

By Laura and Hayley 5/6M  

 



 Canberra Camp 

We have rescheduled our Year 6 

camp to begin on Monday November 

30th and finish on Friday December 

4th. We will keep you updated, 

however it is our aim that this camp 

goes ahead unless Covid-19 

restrictions are reinforced.  

Child Safety - Riding on the Footpath 

In the interests of child safety we ask that the footpath 

along the front and side of the school is used as a 

walking path only. If families are riding bikes or 

scooters we ask that you get off and walk your bike 

or scooter. There have been a number of occasions 

when children and parents have almost been hit. It is 

great to see families and students being active and 

riding to school, this however needs to be done 

safely. Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

 

Casual Clothes Day: Gold Coin Donation for Caritas  

Your children may come dressed in casual clothes on the last day 

of this term and offer a gold coin donation to support the work of 

CARITAS. (See info later in this newsletter) The class who raises 

the most money will choose the next genre of bell music. 

2021 Enrolments 

A reminder that 2021 enrolments close at the end of July. If you 

have a sibling that you wish to start at St Ambrose in 2021 please 

fill out their enrolment form and send it in ASAP. We will be offering places for 2021 in the first week 

of August. It is important that we know if you wish siblings to come here so that we allow places. 

Thank you for your support. 

Last Day of Term Finishes at 2.30 pm. 

Friday June 26th is the last day of term two and in keeping with the bus schedule and other schools in 

the area we will finish at 2.30 pm. Please arrange to have your child picked up at this earlier time. The 

bus will pick up at 2.30 pm on this day. 

Sick children 

We thank you for your diligence in monitoring your child’s health and for keeping them at home if they 

are unwell. Some parents have asked for clarity around when their child should stay home. If your child 

is sick they should stay home. A sore throat, cough or runny nose are symptoms of a cold or virus. A 

sniffle with clear mucus that clears up inside may be from wind or cold air. This may not mean your 

child is unwell and they should be ok to come to school unless the symptoms persist. If the discharge 

is thick and your child is congested, that would indicate that they should remain at home. A sneeze 

may be from dust. If the sneeze is an allergy sneeze then it is ok to be at school. If your child needs 

Panadol to be at school, that is an indication that they are still unwell. 



There have been a number of children complaining of stomach aches. Some of these children have 

later vomited. It seems that a gastro type illness if around. We ask that if your child has been sick that 

they only return to school when fully recovered. Thank you again for your co-operation. Please phone 

us if you have further questions. 

 

School Uniform & Keeping Warm & Comfortable 

In accordance with our school policy on uniform, our students are required to wear the correct uniform 

to school. If this is not possible on some occasions we ask that you send an email of explanation to 

your child’s teacher. Please note that all students should now be wearing the updated St. Ambrose 

uniform.   

On these cold frosty mornings and winter days it is important for your children to feel warm and 

comfortable so that they can fully engage in their learning. Many children are coming to school without 

a jumper and with bare legs. We strongly recommend that children wear long trousers or navy 

stockings unless there is a compelling reason that they can’t. Children should wear the tracksuit 

trousers for sport during the winter. They could wear sports shorts underneath if they like so that they 

can put the tracksuit pant back on after their PE lesson. If children are cold they cannot work 

comfortably. The teachers in the junior rooms have noted that their children are finding it difficult to 

work in their soft cell jacket as the sleeves can be bulky. We suggest that particularly for the junior 

children they wear the school jumper inside then they could wear their soft shell jacket outside over 

their jumper. If it is particularly cold they can also put on their coat when going outdoors.  If you child 

needs the added layer of a spencer or skivvy we ask that it is light blue in colour to match the school 

shirt which should be worn over it. We are in the process of making available a navy vest (like the 

softshell with no sleeves) and navy coat to give   children further options. Scarves should be navy and 

hats should be the school beanie.  

School Photos 

Our school photos have been re-booked to be taken on 

Tuesday July 14th. Photo envelopes and ordering 

instructions have now been sent home (refer to 

Caremonkey).  Please email the office if you would like a 

sibling order envelope sent home if paying by 

cash/cheque. Children will need to be dressed in their full 

winter uniform on this day.  
 

Parent-Student-Teacher Conversations                     Yr 1-2 O Portraits 

Some parents have booked an optional Google Meeting next week. We will schedule Parent-Student-

Teacher conversations this year at the end of term 3. This will enable teachers to give accurate and 

relevant information about your child’s progress and as well as discuss areas for future growth.  

Late Drop Off & & Early Pick Up Ipad Sign In & Out 

All children dropped off after 9.00 am should enter via the front office and let Justine know that they 

are here. You will also need to sign in using our new sign in Ipad. Justine will then direct them to their 

classroom. For security reasons we lock all external doors at 9.00am. 

Social Distancing at Drop off & Pick up Times: Please Note 

As some of the Covid-19 restrictions have been relaxed we are called to remain vigilant. In order to 

minimise the risk of the virus getting into our school we ask that you strictly adhere to our guidelines – 

Return to School Guidelines.  The greatest risk of spreading infection is through adults. As much as 

https://sites.google.com/sawoodend.catholic.edu.au/stambrose-learningfromhome/home%23h.4q5bs7t8830m


we love to see you, we ask that you do not come onsite unless necessary and you have pre-arranged 

your visit with your child’s teacher or the office.  

A reminder that Templeton Street drop off and pickups are for families who are not going onto the 

school grounds or needing to park for longer than a few minutes. Now that we have all of our students 

back at school it is more critical you drop off and pick up promptly from Templeton Street to allow 

for the greater volume of traffic to move through effortlessly as well as safely. If you need to park for 

longer than a few minutes or if you have arranged to go in to the office you will need to park in Anslow 

or Urquhart Street.  

Thank you for your efforts in complying with our guidelines to maintain social distancing when dropping 

off and picking up your children as well as staying off the school premises as much as possible. As 

per our guidelines we ask that at pick up time you remain inside your car until you see your 

child/ren approaching. You may then step out of the car to greet and assist them if needed. When 

you are out of your car make sure you keep a safe distance from 

others. Thank you and have an enjoyable weekend. 

 

21 June Cooper Brown (3/4P) 
 

 

Kind regards,  

  

Bronwyn Phillips  

Principal  

 

    



 

How is Caritas Australia Helping during the Pandemic? 

More than 8 million people have now been infected by COVID-19, according to Johns Hopkins 

University. It took nine days for the number of infections to grow from 6 million to 7 million, and less 

than eight days to get to the latest million, so the pandemic is not slowing down.  

 

Mungreiphy Shimray, or Shimray, as she is often called, says her Caritas India team has been 

besieged with calls for help from all over the country in recent months. 

 

“There is a lot of fear there, I would say. What we can hear from them is, ‘what do we eat next? How 

do we handle this situation, how do we feed the children?’” Shimray says. 

 

“Most of the callers have families, they have been desperate in calling and following up, some of 

them maybe more than ten times, because probably they have nothing for tomorrow or today in the 

evening, and that’s why they’re desperately calling. Although they are contacting us for basic 

counselling, they share their trauma – and then they quickly move on to, ‘is it possible to provide 

basic essentials, such as food, oil, gas, water, soap, medical and transport needs?’” 

 

Shimray says it is the impact of COVID-19, as well as the coronavirus itself, which is causing 

distress.  

 

“It is the lack of a job, the lack of any money, because there is no more job. Even if it is daily wage 

labourers or food vendors that have lost everything - and the lack of food - so they are very much 

traumatised.” 

Caritas India is providing psychosocial support through telephone counselling via its COVID-19 

helpline and supporting vulnerable communities to source food rations, such as grains, rice, wheat 

flour, water, soap and medical needs. They are prioritising the most marginalised groups, including 

women and children, tribal communities, vulnerable farmers, as well as people living with disabilities 

and HIV/AIDS. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

: Shimrey in the field - Chhattisgarh, India 

Photo: Ranmal Samarawickrama, Caritas Australia 

https://www.caritas.org.au/learn/blog/blog-detail/helping-india-s-most-vulnerable-people-during-covid-times
https://www.caritas.org.au/learn/blog/blog-detail/helping-india-s-most-vulnerable-people-during-covid-times


 

 

 


